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Little Red Riding Hood: A Nosy Crow Fairy Tale 2017-05-23
the perfect introduction for preschoolers to this classic story based on the award winning app little red
riding hood sets out into the forest to take a basket of goodies to her sick grandma along the way she
adds to her stores picking beautiful flowers gathering fallen acorns and receiving a gift of some nice
sticky honey she thinks these treats will cheer up her grandma but little does she know that they might
just save her from the big bad wolf

How and Why to Read and Create Children's Digital Books
2018-12-03
how and why to read and create children s digital books outlines effective ways of using digital books in
early years and primary classrooms and specifies the educational potential of using digital books and
apps in physical spaces and virtual communities with a particular focus on apps and personalised reading
natalia kucirkova combines theory and practice to argue that personalised reading is only truly
personalised when it is created or co created by reading communities divided into two parts part i
suggests criteria to evaluate the educational quality of digital books and practical strategies for their use
in the classroom specific attention is paid to the ways in which digital books can support individual
children s strengths and difficulties digital literacies language and communication skills part ii explores
digital books created by children their caregivers teachers and librarians and kucirkova also offers
insights into how smart toys tangibles and augmented virtual reality tools can enrich children s reading
for pleasure how and why to read and create children s digital books is of interest to an international
readership ranging from trainee or established teachers to ma level students and researchers as well as
designers librarians and publishers all are inspired to approach children s reading on and with screens
with an agentic perspective of creating and sharing praise for how and why to read and create children s
digital books this is an exciting and innovative book not least because it is freely available to read online
but because its origins are in primary practice the author is an accomplished storyteller and whether you
know as yet little about the value of digital literacy in the storymaking process or you are an
accomplished digital player this book is full of evidence informed ideas explanations and inspiration liz
chamberlain open university at a time when children s reading is increasingly on screen many teachers
parents and carers are seeking practical straightforward guidance on how to support children s
engagement with digital books this volume written by the leading expert on personalised e books is
packed with app reviews suggestions and insights from recent international research all underpinned by
careful analysis of digital book features and recognition of reading as a social and cultural practice
providing accessible guidance on finding choosing sharing and creating digital books it will be welcomed
by those excited by the possibilities of enthusing children about reading in the digital age cathy burnett
professor of literacy and education sheffield hallam university

Madagascar 2007
a thorough travel guide brimming with character for bother independent visitors and those on organised
tours to madagascar

Nosy Neighbours 2024-03-28
brimming with hope heart and intrigue jessica ryn what a beautiful compelling book i loved it hema
sukumar a real hug of a book hazel prior you can choose your home but you can t choose who lives next
door twenty five year old kat bennett has never felt at home anywhere especially not in crumbling
shelley house the other residents think she s prickly and unapproachable but beneath her tough exterior
kat is plagued by guilt from her past and looking for somewhere to belong seventy seven year old
dorothy darling has lived in shelley house for longer than anyone else and if you believe the other
tenants she s as cantankerous and vindictive as they come dorothy may spend her days spying on the
neighbours but she has a closely guarded secret herself and a good reason for barely leaving her home
when their building faces demolition sworn enemies kat and dorothy become unlikely allies in their quest
to save their historic home and even less likely detectives when they suspect that foul play is coming
from within shelley house the inhabitants of shelley house will stay with me for a long time emily
critchley
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Nosy Neighbors 2024-04-02
nothing brings neighbors together like someone else s secrets at shelley house the walls have ears and
they re attached to a ragtag duo of busybodies ready to pry snoop and generally annoy their neighbors
into solving a crime seventy seven year old dorothy darling has lived in shelley house longer than any of
the other residents and if you take their word for it she s as cantankerous as they come but dorothy has
her reasons for spying and none of them require justifying herself to kat bennett twenty five year old kat
has never known a place where she felt truly at home and crumbling shelley house is no different her
neighbors find her prickly and unapproachable but beneath her tough exterior kat s plagued by a guilty
secret from her past when their apartments face demolition sworn enemies kat and dorothy agree on just
one thing they must save their historic building but when someone plays dirty and one of the residents is
viciously taken down dorothy and kat seek justice the police close the investigation too soon leaving it up
to the unlikely amateur sleuths with a playful jack russell terrier at their side to restore peace in their
community

Red: The (Fairly) True Tale of Red Riding Hood 2016-04-12
from the new york times bestselling author of rump comes a spellbinding fairy tale featuring a brave
heroine a wild wolf plenty of magical misadventures and more red is not afraid of the big bad wolf she s
not afraid of anything except magic but when red s granny falls ill it seems that only magic can save her
and fearless red is forced to confront her one weakness with the help of a blond porridge sampling
nuisance called goldie red goes on a quest to cure granny her journey takes her through dwarves caverns
to a haunted well and a beast s castle all the while red and goldie are followed by a wolf and a huntsman
two mortal enemies who seek the girls help to defeat each other and one of them just might have the
magical solution red is looking for liesl shurtliff weaves a spellbinding tale shining the spotlight on a
beloved character from her award winning debut rump red is the most wonder filled fairy tale of them all
chris grabenstein new york times bestselling author of escape from mr lemoncello s library moving and
filled with hope the charm of shurtliff s retelling is how she imbues the storybook tropes with vibrant
humanity shelf awareness starred review and don t miss jack the true story of jack and the beanstalk a
delightful story of family perseverance and courage booklist

More Words about Pictures 2017-05-08
this volume represents the current state of research on picture books and other adjacent hybrid forms of
visual verbal texts such as comics graphic novels and book apps with a particular focus on texts
produced for and about young people when perry nodelman s words about pictures the narrative art of
children s picture books was published almost three decades ago it was greeted as an important
contribution to studies in children s picture books and illustration internationally and based substantially
on it nodelman has recently been named the 2015 recipient of the international grimm award for children
s literature criticism in the years since words about pictures appeared scholars have built on nodelman s
groundbreaking text and have developed a range of other approaches both to picture books and to
newer forms of visual verbal texts that have entered the marketplace and become popular with young
people the essays in this book offer more words about established and emerging forms of picture books
providing an overview of the current state of studies in visual verbal texts and gathering in one place the
work being produced at various locations and across disciplines essays exploring areas such as
semiological and structural aspects of conventional picture books graphic narratives and new media
forms and the material and performative cultures of picture books represent current work not only from
literary studies but also media studies art history ecology middle eastern studies library and information
studies and educational research in addition to work by international scholars including william moebius
erica hateley nathalie op de beeck and nina christensen that carries on and challenges the conclusions of
words about pictures the collection also includes a wide ranging reflection by perry nodelman on
continuities and changes in the current interdisciplinary field of study of visual verbal texts for young
readers providing a look back over the history of picture books and the development of picture book
scholarship more words about pictures also offers an overview of our current understanding of these
intriguing texts

Little Red Riding Hood 2015
from acclaimed illustrator ed bryan this magical retelling of the world s favourite fairy tale is perfect for
sharing with the very young this paperback edition includes a free audio reading
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Hood Rat 2006-10-31
national bestselling author k wan presents a story of four women fighting to survive in the urban jungle
yoshi is young fine and larcenous she lives her life playing on men s hearts as well as their pockets she
learns the hard way that all that glitters isn t gold billy a former high school basketball star has been
looking for love then she meets someone new and her whole world is turned upside down and she will
never be the same reese is an around the way chick trying to keep up with the joneses there s a
revolving door on her bedroom as she tries to find the love she always felt was missing her promiscuity
leaves her pregnant from a one night stand and reese is faced with the task of breaking an age old cycle
passed down from mother to daughter in her family and standing on her own rhonda is twenty something
with three kids by three men and riding the system all the way to the bank to her work is a dirty word
between the multiple checks she gets from the government and the games she plays with men she s
living the life of a ghetto superstar the game soon turns ugly when one of her sponsors snaps and
decides to get some payback harlem has never seen four friends as scandalous as these the
neighborhood will never be the same again

E-Learning and the Academic Library 2016-04-25
focusing on academic libraries and librarians who are extending the boundaries of e learning this
collection of essays presents new ways of using information and communication technologies to create
learning experiences for a variety of user communities essays feature e learning projects involving
moocs massive open online courses augmented reality chatbots and other innovative applications
contributors describe the process of project development from determination of need to exploration of
tools project design and user assessment

The Nosy Neighbor 2005-06-01
lucy baker walks away from her high flying legal career when she successfully defends yet another
heinous criminal almost a year after her life changing decision lucy has never been happier leaving new
york city for the suburbs tending her garden and her dog lucy is making future plans with her fiancé
jonathan st clair and getting acquainted with her neighbors including the handsome exasperating one
next door wylie wilson but when fbi special agents confront lucy with shocking revelations about her
fiancé s secret double life everything about her husband to be is cast in suspicion recovering from a freak
accident that has left her with a heightened sense of intuition and getting closer than she ever dreamed
to wylie lucy must determine who to trust and fast before someone breaks down her defenses and
targets her

Nosy White Woman 2019-08-20
a daughter explains to her mother why calling the police isn t always a sound idea a dad tries to
understand how his influence over his children persists in their adulthood a caretaking group of sisters
must rely on each other but one has a fierce drinking problem throughout nosy white woman ordinary
people caught in the passing moments of their daily lives confront the reality that the quiet societies they
thought they knew aren t really so simple after all the morals not always obvious in these sixteen stories
martha wilson turns a clear eyed yet compassionate gaze on everyday experience from rattled family
discussions to self examination of body and voice to increasingly present anxieties about the end of the
world stripping each one down with precision and sardonic wit to reveal surprising truths that individual
lives always intersect with the political and that our small gestures and personal habits reverberate in the
larger world of which we can t help being citizens

A Christmas Wish for Junior Up in the Inner City Hood in
Uptown Harlem 2017-03-16
a christmas wish for junior up in the inner city hood in uptown harlem entails the lives of young people
living in the inner city and ghetto of harlem new york this story is based on unity in the community via
love death friendship comedy fun and personal bonding and love for god a christmas wish for junior up in
the inner city hood in uptown harlem is truly a wish becoming a dream the dream becoming a vision and
the vision becoming totally true and actual reality
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Children Reading for Pleasure in the Digital Age 2020-06-15
this book explores the ways in which reading for pleasure is changing in the era of globalisation and
datafication raising the next generation of engaged readers requires knowledge of the enduring
characteristics of engagement and markers of quality in books and e books

Hood 2017-02-09
the battlecruiser hms hood is one of the great warships of history unmatched for beauty unequalled for
size for twenty years the hood was the glory ship of the royal navy flying the flag across the world in the
twilight years of the british empire here in words photos and colour illustrations is the story of her life her
work and her people from keel laying on the clyde in 1916 to destruction at the hands of the bismarck in
1941 among the eyecatching strengths of the book is a unique gallery of photos including stills from a
recently discovered piece of colour footage of the ship plus a spectacular set of computer generated
images of both the exterior and interior by the world s leading exponent of the art a man who worked
with the film director james cameron of titanic fame a wealth of new information on hood s structure and
operation make it essential reading for the enthusiast modeller and historian alike hugely successful from
its first publication this is the third printing of the ultimate book on the ultimate ship of the pre war era

The Battlecruiser HMS HOOD 2008-04-30
only the strong survie on the streets of brooklyn and while dena jones definitely has what it takes not
only to survive but to succeed she wants out and she s determined to make it out of crooklyn she s
determined to make it out of crooklyn by any means necessary and doesn t have a problem manipulating
men to get what she wants just ask her boyfriend lance or his girlfriend michelle true has finally made it
his debut album has the streets going crazy and is threatening to spill over into the mainstream after the
murder of his group his jump off and almost his dreams true s life is finally starting to look up until karma
catches up with him somebody wants him dead and he doesn t know why or does he jah and yoshi s was
supposed to be a romance straight out of a story but there are no such things as fairy tails in the ghetto
her position as a stylist keeps her in the mix and in the company of some industry heavyweights jah tries
to be understanding but he can t help but to wonder just how much he can trust his girlfriend he had
promised to love her regardless of her past but in addition to wondering whether his girlfriend is creeping
with her clients jah has got a bigger problem someone is trying to kill true and its his job to make sure
that doesn t happen

Still Hood 2007-10-02
never underestimate a misfit all enzo aka shawn banks and bianca angel smith wanted to do was leave
any evidence of their old life behind them but the past has a way of coming back to haunt you when
international king pin damien orlando was taken down the streets of atlanta thought doa s reign of terror
was over but sometimes even tied up ends can unravel step into the underworld of the nfl where e n g a
takes on a whole new meaning especially for angel and enzo neither one of them will be prepared for
what happens when murder and mayhem takes to the streets of the atl once again pulling them in head
first player steps back into the e n g a world where both enzo and angel will see how far some will go to
advance their own agenda

Hood Misfits Volume 3 2015-09-01
a night out in shanghai can turn deadly especially if you re japanese shanghai 1936 a series of
assassinations of japanese businessmen sailors and officials has struck fear into the international
settlement and the chinese government is blaming communist insurgents it doesn t take long for douglas
bainbridge to get pulled into the political intrigue when a friend of doug s is arrested for the assassination
of a japanese secret agent doug is certain she didn t do it since chinese officials don t seem to care about
wong mei ling s actual guilt or innocence doug and his girlfriend lucy kinzler take it upon themselves to
find proof of the real killers and save wong mei ling from execution for a murder she didn t commit book
two in the death in shanghai series assassin s hood is a traditional historical mystery but with crossover
appeal to fans of spy fiction and gay lesbian fiction

Assassin's Hood 2019-07-14
at a very young age slim discovers an uncompromising but self sufficient lifestyle he feels he s
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essentially built for fast money in the dope game consumes him with its sense of freedom and control as
sweet as the game is to him it comes with challenges that tests his commitment to what he claims to be
slim s biggest and most challenging test comes when he s betrayed by the life he puts his heart into it s
a tragedy that causes him to question his commitment to who he claims to be at a devastating point in
his life when his love for his family conflicts with his love for the game he struggles to remain faithful to a
lifestyle which proves to be maliciously cold one pivotal decision will reveal his character

Hood Boy 2017-07-27
meet katrina kalaya rose and stacy these 4 women have it going on katrina is ready to live her life to the
fullest once she get s her ba degree rose is an independent woman who feels she doesn t need a man
because you can t trust men these day s kalaya is looking or love in all the wrong places despite her
good looks stacy is learning how to survive in this rough economy

Hood Lover 2021-07-20
wolf hood part 2 a return to the hood is the 2nd installment to the trilogy wolf hood 2 continues with even
more short stories following the lives of werewolves in new york city

Wolf Hood 2 2013-12-26
after the soul crushing events of bullet s kiss disfigured cop greg hettinger leaves philly and checks into a
southern california rehab clinic but a plane ride can t separate greg from his troubles a fellow patient
believes her former drug dealer and lover has sent someone to kill her and it s up to greg to figure out
which member of their circle is preparing to pull the trigger a modern crime noir tale featuring the return
of the popular dark circle antihero the black hood vol 2 collects the black hood ongoing series issues 6 10

The Black Hood, Vol. 2 2018-06-12
her downfall came hours after her birthday when she found out that she was the mate of the very
monster she hunted a father tormented by the grief of the past could do nothing until he found someone
like minded and formed the alliance to fight those who took away the love of his life he fought behind the
screen while his daughter did what he never could she killed the big bad wolf the years passed and she
followed her father s vision until an ill advised mission led her to imprisonment under the command of an
alpha little did enya know that misfortune would reveal too many secrets will enya ever find herself in a
tangle of lies or will she perish with those who led her astray

Red Riding Hood Killed A Wolf 2021-12-29
hood river anthology is a hybrid novel consisting of historical chapters and short stories the first several
chapters tell the story of a fictitious german family of tenuous nobility who escape from east germany
during the soviet occupation dodging stasi agents and border guards and eventually settle in hood river
or where they build a bed and breakfast modeled after king ludwig s schloss linderhof castle the
succeeding chapters are short stories about the lives of lodgers who stay at the neue schloss linderhof in
many respects the compendium mirrors the tradition of winesburg ohio by sherwood anderson or spoon
river anthology by edgar lee masters

Hood River Anthology 2020-01-20
across various time periods audiences aesthetics and cultural landscapes little red riding hood is a
universal icon and her story is one of the world s most retold tales in revisioning red riding hood around
the world an anthology of international retellings sandra l beckett presents over fifty notable modern
retellings only two of which have appeared previously in english the tales include works published in
twenty four countries and sixteen languages in texts that span more than a century but with the majority
written in the last fifty years they include retellings for children adolescents and adults as well as
crossover works intended for an audience of all ages the tales in this volume progress from works that
recast the story of little red riding hood from traditional perspectives through more playful versions to
more unconventional approaches seven sections are arranged thematically cautionary tales for modern
riding hoods contemporary riding hoods come of age playing with the story of red riding hood and the
wolf rehabilitating the wolf the wolf s story the wolf within and running with the wolves beckett provides
an interpretative introduction to each text and insightful information on its author and or illustrator a
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variety of genres are represented including fairy tale short story novella novel poetry illustrated books
and picture books more than 90 illustrations both color plates and black and white images reveal further
narrative layers of meaning the number and diversity of retellings in revisioning red riding hood
demonstrate the tale s remarkable versatility and its exceptional status in the collective unconscious and
in literary culture even beyond the confines of the western world this unique anthology contributes to
cross cultural exchange and facilitates comparative study of the tale for readers interested in fairy tale
studies cultural studies and literary history

Revisioning Red Riding Hood around the World 2013-11-01
fresh out of the marines with only five grand in his pocket menage is looking to make his presence and
his flamboyant taste in cars and clothes felt on the extravagant flossed out streets of miami when
menage discovers that he has a flair for flipping stolen cars into more cash than he can handle he
befriends dwight who helps him with his operation menage soon learns that when doing shady business
shady characters lurk where you least expect them follow menage as he balls outta control outrunning
the law and bullets that may bear his name

Wolf Hood 2 A Return to the Hood 2016-07-26
raevyn renee s debut novel explores the idea that love can blossom even among the most difficult of
circumstances in the hood riley has been doing her best to raise her cousin mikayla even allowing some
of her desires to fall by the wayside to make sure mikayla is okay her love life is practically nonexistent
and there are times she doesn t know whether she s coming or going mikayla s past has caused her to
look for love in all the wrong places not recognizing that the love she needs comes from within the mask
she wears can only hide what she feels for so long jermaine took over for his mother when his brother
became too much for her to handle now his brother is determined to spiral out of control no matter how
jermaine tries to steer him otherwise what jermaine doesn t expect is for his brother s mishaps to bring
someone into his life that he didn t know he needed jeremiah isn t sure what he s missing but he knows
he can t find it from his big brother he s focused on doing his own thing no matter who he disappoints it
isn t until he meets mikayla that his views begin to change but unfortunately for him it may be too late
mikayla s and jeremiah s troubles seem to get worse without a chance of getting better however with
everything they ve learned about one another this may be the one chance they have to finally get things
right

A Hood Legend 2023-05-30
every city has a hood and every hood has a drug infested corner as a once successful businesswoman
desiree rae rae johnson use to avoid driving through that section of the neighborhood until she fell on
hard times after becoming a crack addict she starts living with her soul mate bilal bunchy wilson the man
who introduced her to cocaine after witnessing a double murder and struggling to survive the everyday
dramas to support their drug habits they manage to pull off one of the biggest robberies in new jersey s
history bilal is sentenced to life for murder and armed robbery and meets his sudden death in prison
leaving desiree to face the demons of her past alone after turning her life around she meets one of the
top men in the game ishmael jenkins and falls for him not knowing his secret past ishmael is comfortable
in his position in the hood and falls for desiree just as hard all hell breaks loose as ishmael s loyalty is
tested and desiree struggles to maintain her sobriety between love murder and a possible relapse will
they survive or will they be another statistic in this society in which we live have you seen this in your
hood well this is what happened in my hood

Hood Defined Love 2006
life in the streets take on a whole new meaning in this urban anthology of hood tales compiled by new
york times bestselling author wahida clark what s really hood black is blue by victor l martin delves into
the life of a corporate woman who falls in love with a thug and finds out just how easy it is to stray from
the straight and narrow eighteen and hungry wiz s only addiction to drugs is the money it made but
crystal changed all of that and shows him just how powerful a woman can be in the p is free by lashonda
teague in the lastlaugh by bonta bobo a member of the infamous eight trey street gang learns that gang
life isn t all it s cracked up to be as street wars take on a whole new meaning shawn jihad trump tells the
story of loyalty love and honor when the point blank mob is brought to its knees leaving the crew fighting
for their lives and freedom in all for nothing and new york times bestselling author wahida clark
introduces nina a woman tired of being disrespected by men who takes revenge to the ultimate level in
makin endz meet
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In My Hood 2010-05-24
a former welfare mother chronicles her experiences living in the inner city juggling welfare sketchy jobs
tumultuous relationships and motherhood while trying to steer clear of the ravages of drug addiction and
prostitution

What's Really Hood! 2003-09-01
short stacks by treasure hernandez honey has been working them streets for el jihad selling his wares
and keeping up her end of the bargain he warned it was three strikes and you re out and she has already
come up short twice now battered and bruised honey is laid up in the hospital minus her product and the
money twenty thousand dollars in the hole honey needs to make moves and come up with el jihad s
money by the end of the month or come up dead street life johnny s in love by katt strawberry has been
a rather lucrative ho for larry sir smalls however she s been at it for a minute and time is starting to have
an effect on her mind and body strawberry wants to get off the mean streets and she has one john who
just may make it happen will sir let her go without a fight payback by paradise gomez jackie spent fifteen
years in the state pen for stabbing the fool that had the audacity to put his hands on her now she s home
trying to turn her life around but it s hard to get job as a violent ex con jackie goes back to the streets to
make that money and soon discovers that the block has changed since she s been gone the young guns
don t care who they put their hands on now swollen and out for revenge will jackie resort to the same
violence that got her locked up or can her family show her a new way out

Sugar's Life in the Hood 2017-07-25
at exactly 9 14 a m joyce was driving along the deserted avenue just ahead on a side street cribbins
checked the second hand of his watch for the last time he swung the heavy cadillac around the corner he
had a rendezvous with an armored car and a quarter of a million dollars he had a tommy gun to make
sure it all went off smoothly everything was timed everything was planned down to the most insignificant
detail except for joyce sherwood and her eight year old chevy which crashed deep into the side of
cribbins stolen car that s how they met the housewife and the hoods and terror took over

Girls from Da Hood 12 2019-04-10
sixteen year old diamond ray ray jenkins has it made in the shade until one wrong move by her parents
turns their lives upside down their secret of taking from the wrong street king in the trap damien orlando
has now put her in peril their deaths signal an end to diamond s semi perfect life putting her in the hands
of evil her only salvation is to learn the game and to put her trust in a kid wearing a hoodie trigga has
been a survivor and a killer in the streets of atlanta since the murder of his parents with his heart set on
vengeance he finds his destiny as a misfit and works his way through the ranks of damien orlando s
crime syndicate once he s forced to snatch up a girl as hard as diamonds his world changes drastically it
s up to him to use the plan of payback in the form of a simple motto e n g a every nigga gotta agenda
trigga will have to use it to save them both with his boy big jake along with gina and ray ray forming their
own family dame and every goon in his circle are targets chaos is coming and dame s most trusted are
about to bring him pain and death

Hostage for a Hood 2014-09-01
first published in 2003 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Hood Misfits Volume 1 2002
some women get caught up with the wrong men they are blinded by the money flashy cars and the fast
life in the end they only end up with a broken heart kendra a young diva who trying to finish college she
get caught between two street thugs quenton and wise become rivals is it a turf war or is the real war
over kendra with secrets revealed and lies uncovered quenton and wise may find out that kendra comes
with a much higher price tag than expected

Recycling Red Riding Hood 2017-01-22
in a rustic town in washington state a man s death upsets the quiet equilibrium of small town life a well
intentioned blacksmith performs a civic duty for the town ridding it of a pernicious evil that has taken up
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residence along the canal but the death of the predator allows a more ancient evil into the waters the
townsfolk find themselves caught a vortex of uncertainty and moral ambiguity as the investigators start
to uncover hidden secrets long thought buried from the author the tulsa world says has patented a hard
edged folksy narrative that conceals within its intricate voice the imminence of the supernatural comes a
tale of the dark side of the quintessential american small town

HOOD LOVE IN NEW YORK 2016-07-10
for jayd jackson a new school takes the drama to a new level with her senior year just beginning jayd s
drama is going nowhere anytime soon although she s graduated to the next level with her powers she s
also going head to head with her former best friend misty jayd s also got to deal with the aftermath of
the debutante ball her boyfriend s cheating and her ex boyfriend best guy friend rah s continuing baby
mama drama luckily when her crew gets to be too much jayd can turn to her new crush keenan a ucla
first draft football pick for a time out jayd s got to keep a cool head now more than ever because there s
a new enemy waiting to pounce if she lets down her guard

The Hauntings of Hood Canal 2011-01-28
three urban books authors have teamed up to bring the drama in this latest installment of the popular
girls from da hood series get it get it by ms michel moore monica was conceived on a pile of dirty clothes
in the corner of a trap house cursed with a mother who worshiped the crack pipe more than her children
she quickly learned a detroit reality get it how ya live or die trying the young teenager is forced to beg
borrow and steal to make sure she and her siblings survive to see another day cutthroat and conniving
monica will make it no matter who she has to step on or step over you can t break usby treasure
hernandez voodo and his girl moni are inseparable like a modern bonnie and clyde from the hood they let
no one even family get in their way when the people they do around the way business with turn out to be
verified snakes the ruthless couple gets revenge the only way they know how street justice with the law
in hot pursuit it s voodo and moni against the world just like they always knew it would be so far gone by
katt sometimes love is the best feeling in the world but the wrong kind of love can turn you into an
entirely different person when good girl turned bad renee gets together with keithon it s them against
the world until the streets get to talking and their fairy tale relationship turns into a full blown nightmare
karma steps in and has her way with the couple and their lives will never be the same
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